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Abstract

This article describes the performance of a flexible resistive sensor network to track shoulder motion. This
system monitors every gesture of the human shoulder in its range of motion except rotations around the
longitudinal axis of the arm. In this regard, the design considers the movement of the glenohumeral, acro-
mioclavicular, sternoclavicular, and scapulothoracic joints. The solution presented in this work considers
several sensor configurations and compares its performance with a set of inertial measurement units (IMUs).
These devices have been put together in a shoulder suit with Optitrack visual markers in order to be used as pose
ground truth. Optimal configurations of flexible resistive sensors, in terms of accuracy requirements and number
of sensors, have been obtained by applying principal component analysis techniques. The data provided by each
configuration are then mapped onto the shoulder pose by using neural network algorithms. According to the
results shown in this article, a set of flexible resistive sensors can be an adequate alternative to IMUs for
multiaxial shoulder pose tracking in open spaces. Furthermore, the system presented can be easily embedded in
fabric or wearable devices without obstructing the user’s motion.

Keywords: exosuits, soft exoskeletons, wearable robot, motion measurement, shoulder tracking, flexible resistive
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Introduction

Soft robotics development requires approaching new
actuation and sensing methods, as shown by recent re-

search evidence.1–3 Pose estimation becomes significantly la-
borious when addressing a kinematically complex articulation
such as the shoulder. Shoulder motion is determined by four
inter-related joints that turn its adjoining areas into a highly
deformable zone with hardly measurable misalignments.4,5

This fact implies high complexity in properly estimating the
shoulder pose since it is difficult to attach sensors to it.

The fast development of exoskeletons during the last de-
cade6–9 has fostered the research of new methods to measure
shoulder motion. In such manner, solutions based on inertial
measurement units (IMUs), electromyography, visual tech-
niques, and flexible resistive sensors have been applied.

IMU sensors have already been applied to exoskeletons for
supervised rehabilitation therapy,10 but this method requires a
drift-avoidance configuration.11,12 Several studies evaluate IMU
precision in the range 8� to 0.32� for upper limb orientation.13–17

Approaches based on electromyography are also exten-
sively used for limbs’ motion tracking.18–21 However, to the
authors’ knowledge, a solution for robust shoulder tracking
has not been used to this date.

Visual tracking techniques22 are commonly engaged when
several articulations have to be measured simultaneously.
Two types of visual tracking system stand out regarding
exoskeleton control: (1) marker-based systems with out-
standing multipoint tracking accuracy and (2) depth cameras
with bigger viewport. OptiTrack23,24 is one of the most pop-
ular marker-based systems; it provides submillimeter preci-
sion and it is used as ground truth in many studies. Regarding
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video and depth cameras, Kinect25,26 is also widely known;
this kind of systems can deliver a precision of several centi-
meters (3–6 cm) for upper limb position.27

Finally, solutions based on flexible resistive sensors can be
a proper asset for soft exoskeletons given their small form
factor and piezoresistive nature, which allow embedding
them in fabrics and measuring the deformation of the cloth.
The current application of flexible resistive sensors mostly
concerns single-axis tracking.28,29 Several studies set their
precision for body tracking around 5� in best case30; more-
over, issues in relation to sensor configuration, stretching, and
its calibration have been reported.31 Elastomer-based solu-
tions32 are a recent alternative to conventional piezoresistive
sensors. Their working principle solves some of the previ-
ous issues but introduces electrical coupling.33 Independent
to the working principle, mapping algorithms for high-
dimensionality data must be used for human body tracking.34

This article presents a novel solution for shoulder pose
estimation specifically oriented to exosuits. There is a great
interest in such kind of approaches given the absence of rigid
parts in soft exoskeletons, which urges to develop and find
new sensing and actuation solutions, like compliant mecha-
nisms with adaptable stiffness.35–37 This work properly
quantifies the precision that could be achieved by a textile-
wearable system according to the number of resistive strands
used to estimate shoulder orientation.

The distribution of the sections is as follows. The Materials
and Methods section describes the proposed system and the
considered workspace of the shoulder. Two sensory systems,
OptiTrack and an IMU-based system, have been used to track
the articulation during the experiments and to evaluate the
system’s performance. The Results section applies a princi-
pal component analysis (PCA) to obtain the optimal sensor
configurations in terms of quantity of sensors and accuracy,
as well as it evaluates its potential for shoulder motion
tracking using 14 different neural models. Finally, the Dis-
cussion and Conclusions sections are presented.

Objective

With the aim of tracking shoulder motion, a network
of flexible resistive sensors is embedded in a homemade
shoulder suit. These sensors can identify movement patterns in

deformable zones such as shoulder adjoining areas, as well as
be easily embedded in cloth without relevant constrains in day-
to-day movements. In addition, this solution is significantly
lightweight and affordable. The main drawback of the system
proposed lies on the vast amount of data that must be processed
in real time to obtain proper shoulder pose. PCA techniques and
neural network (NN) models are suitable for this data proces-
sing and multidimensionality reduction. This strategy will al-
low to adequately classify and estimate shoulder movements.

To study the way on how flexible sensors should be disposed
to provide adequate resolution in multiaxial shoulder motion
tracking, 10 sensors are initially distributed over the shoulder.

The sensor arrangement allows measuring the shoulder
motion in a workspace of six degrees of freedom (DoF), in
which the rotation of the arm around its longitudinal axis is not
included. This glenohumeral movement has been omitted gi-
ven shoulder’s kinematic redundancy and safety concerns: this
is a difficult movement highly dependent on the individual’s
anatomy that can harm the subject. Furthermore, measuring it
with linear deformation sensors is quite a difficult task that
demands covering the arm with sensors down to the elbow.
Both facts justify focusing the study on the other DoF.

Two additional systems, OptiTrack and an IMU-based
system, are used for tracking the articulations during the
experiments, training the NNs and evaluating the flexible
sensor network motion-tracking performance.

Materials and Methods

An iterative method has been followed to find the optimal
sensor configurations. This method can be disclosed in four
main blocks (Fig. 1) as follows: the first is focused on the
tracking workspace and adequate placing of the sensors; the
second one covers experimentation; and the third deals with
the classification and selection of the most relevant sensors,
whereas the last step evaluates optimal sensors’ distributions.
A proper sensor configuration can be found after several
iterations.

Anatomical considerations and workspace
of the shoulder

The initial distribution of the sensors mainly depends
on the articulation’s anatomy and mobility. The shoulder is a

FIG. 1. Methodology ap-
plied to obtain optimal sensor
distributions for measuring
shoulder’s multiaxial motion.
Color images are available
online.
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kinematically complex articulation constituted by four joints38:
sternoclavicular, acromioclavicular, scapulothoracic, and
glenohumeral. Through decades, various clinical studies
have approached a virtual reference system that simplifies its
complexity,39 rising the 6-DoF model of the shoulder as one
of the most extensively applied simplifications. This ap-
proach provides a reliable inflexion point between simplicity
and accuracy as it fits the glenohumeral and sternoclavicular
motion schemes, by considering three rotations and three
translations. Detailed information about its kinematic repre-
sentation has been recently surveyed by Krishnan et al.40 In
addition, several authors agree that only a subset of the
complete range of motion of the shoulder is used in daily-
living tasks like placing objects in shelves, combing hair,
eating, or washing.41–43

The conducted study considers the workspace defined by
the gestures in Table 1. The three first movements in the table
can be described as single rotations of the 6-DoF model of the
shoulder, whereas the remaining two gestures combine dif-
ferent motions of the articulation. A representation of these

five gestures is shown in Figure 2. These gestures also define
the movements that subjects performed for data acquisition.

Description of the tests

To assure the reproducibility and consistency of the data
collected, the subjects are asked to perform three series of
five repetitions of the movements (Table 1) with a resting
period of 60 s between series, each gesture taking three sec-
onds to be performed. In addition, a commercial medical
orthosis (purple mark in Fig. 3a) is used to immobilize the
elbow of the participants so as to control its influence over
shoulder motion. Before the start of the tests, subjects prac-
tice all movements to become comfortable with the gestures
and the speed requirements (6 s for each gesture repetition).
In case of failure, the test is repeated after the participant has
rested and practiced the gestures. Test guidance is provided
by visual feedback about the gesture to perform, amount of
repetitions, and motion speed.

Subjects’ information

Ten healthy subjects with different constitutions and
gender (seven male and three female) have participated in the
experiments. They were properly informed and signed the
corresponding consent forms to carry out the experiment
according to the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM)
ethical rules. The participants did not notify any injury, le-
sion, or health problem that could compromise either their
health during the tests or the consistency of the results. Ta-
ble 2 groups the anatomical data collected from the subjects
with a goniometer. These mobility results prove that the
system presented does not obstruct the mobility of the user.

Description and design of the systems monitoring
the shoulder and setup

Assuring an adequate initial distribution of the sensors
over the shoulder allows easing the subsequent study and
guaranteeing the consistency of the results. Three indepen-
dent sensory systems are attached to a handmade sensorized

Table 1. Description of the Gestures That Define

the Workspace Considered Along with the Notation

Used to Refer Them

Gesture notation Description

Abduction Abduction/adduction of the shoulder
until the arm reaches a 120�
inclination

Flexion Flexion/extension of the shoulder
from 0� to 120�

Horizontal
abduction

Horizontal displacement of the arm
at 90� flexion, hand crosses sagittal
plane till shoulder reaches
a 30� displacement

Closing drill Swing drill motion of the shoulder
from 0� to 120�

Opening drill Same swing drill motion than
closing drill but starting with
a flexion of 120�

FIG. 2. Gestures that define the work-
space to monitor with the sensory system
developed. The movements’ order in
Table 1 matches the figures from left to
right, top to bottom. Color images are
available online.
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shoulder suit (highlighted in Fig. 3) to analyze the perfor-
mance of different configurations of flexible resistive sensors.

Flexible resistive sensor network. Ten flexible resistive
sensors manufactured by Spectra Symbol44 are attached to a
shoulder suit using plastic brackets. The shoulder suit is a
compressive seamless shirt with three-dimensional printed
sewn fixations for the sensors. This construction reduces
obstructions, lateral displacements, and erratic folding. De-
tailed description of this hardware is provided in subsec-
tion Hardware developed for the proper monitoring of the
shoulder motion using resistive sensors.

The criterion selected for defining the initial location of
the sensors consists of identifying the major muscles in-
volved in the motion of the shoulder and the skin areas that
deform the most during movements. Three muscle actions
are involved in the shoulder motion: force application,
support, and stabilization. The muscles exerting force to

displace the arm are the ones experiencing higher changes in
its volume and section area.45 Consequently, these provide
the most relevant information when measuring skin defor-
mation or superficial changes. Trapezius muscle (the area
over the supraspinatus), infraspinatus, deltoid muscle, and
heads of the pectoralis, next to the deltopectoral triangle, are
selected as the shoulder interest zones for this study. Table 3
refers to the exact position of these sensors, whereas Fig-
ure 3 illustrates the distribution of the sensors over a par-
ticipant’s shoulder.

It must be noted that sensors are placed both over the
middle segment of each muscle and in-between muscles. This
approach aims to discover hidden patterns in skin deforma-
tion that allow reducing the number of sensors required: all
shoulder muscles take part in arm positioning but in a dif-
ferent percentage depending on the gesture. In addition, this
redundant collocation allows evaluating the impact on per-
formance of misalignment between users.

FIG. 3. Tracking systems and orthesis used in the experiments. The orthesis blocking the elbow is marked in purple on the left.
Resistive sensors with guidance elements are highlighted in yellow. OptiTrack markers are denoted with green circles, whereas
red rectangles mark the IMUs embedded in fabric. IMUs, inertial measurement units. Color images are available online.

Table 2. Anatomical and Constitution Information of the Subjects

R.O.M of the subject R.O.M wearing the sensorial system

Weight (Kg) Height (mm) Age
Shoulder
flexion

Shoulder
extension

Shoulder
abduction

Shoulder
flexion

Shoulder
extension

Shoulder
abduction

1 172 -40 132 170 -45 130 82 187 23
2 140 -25 136 146 -26 141 85 172 26
3 155 -45 138 149 -41 134 71 169 29
4 124 -32 136 121 -27 135 100 180 23
5 163 -68 173 152 -63 167 90 183 25
6 169 -76 174 173 -78 178 80 180 22
7 162 -52 170 164 -57 171 83 180 23
8 166 -70 170 160 -74 169 72 168 26
9 178 -60 172 179 -68 173 81 181 27

10 168 -44 177 174 -48 177 52 160 28

Data are expressed in degrees, kg, mm, and years. Mobility data have been acquired by a goniometer.
R.O.M, range of motion.
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OptiTrack (�2015 Natural Point, Inc., DBA OptiTrack).
This marker-based visual tracking system acts as ground truth
to define the shoulder pose.46 OptiTrack has been used for
calibrating the IMUs and resistive sensors since it provides
submillimeter accuracy for the selected configuration of
trackers. This configuration is based on seven markers that have
been located according to BioMech marker-set protocol.47 As
Figure 3 illustrates, the upper arm marker has been modified by
moving it toward the lateral part of the arm. Two extra markers
have also been added to the arm. These modifications improve
tracking and reduce occlusion when using a four-camera setup
at 240 Hz. The final arrangement of markers is as follows: three
markers defining a rigid body in the humerus, one marker over
the acromion, and the remaining three defining a rigid body in
the lumbar part of the vertebral column.

IMU-based relative-positioning system. A drift-free IMU-
based system estimates the shoulder motion in relation to the
trunk location. It consists of three serially-placed IMUs as

shown in the middle and right pictures of Figure 3. This
complementary tracking system will be compared with the
sensorized shoulder suit to evaluate its performance. Further
details about the integration of this system are provided in
Appendix A1.

Hardware developed for the proper monitoring
of the shoulder motion using resistive sensors

Noise, sliding phenomena, misalignment between users,
and other sort of textile-related events can highly impact the
performance of cloth-wearable sensing systems. This sub-
section covers the three major drawbacks found during pro-
totyping (textile influence, sensor calibration, and motion
perturbances affecting resistive sensors), as well as the design
particularities adopted to overcome them.

Textile influence. Materials, thickness, and seams in the
fabric can have a significant influence on sensor performance. A
preliminary prototype has been made to evaluate this effect. The
design has 10 sensors evenly sewn to the inner and outer side of
a commercial shoulder pad for sportive usage. The following
three major conclusions are reached out of this experiment:
textile compression affects sensors’ measurement; seams and
fabric thickness can create folds and air bags that alter sen-
sor’s response; and body shape differences can provoke dis-
crepancies between both users and antagonistic sensors. Further
detail about these statements can be found in Appendix A2.

The shoulder-suit presented in this article uses an elastic
slightly compressive textile to reduce as much as possible
these effects. The cloth is 0.85-mm thick, and seams have been
moved off Deltoid surroundings to prevent undesired creases.
In addition, two suit sizes (European M and S sizes) are
available to improve adaptation to different arm constitutions.

Resistive sensors’ behavior. Flexible resistive sensors
operate unidirectionally, meaning that they work only in one
bending direction. Sensor’s response, shown in Figure 4, has

Table 3. Initial Position of the Resistive Flexible

Sensors on the Shoulder Suit

Sensor
number Position

S1 Placed over the pectoralis heads.
S2 Placed over the anterior deltoids.
S3 Placed between the middle and anterior deltoids.
S4 Placed over the middle deltoid muscle.
S5 Placed between the posterior deltoid and middle

deltoid.
S6 Placed over the posterior deltoid.
S7 Placed between the posterior deltoid and teres.
S8 Placed over the trapezius, next to the acromion.
S9 Placed over the trapezius and minor rhomboid.
S10 Placed over the trapezius and major rhomboid.

FIG. 4. Response of a flexible resistive
sensor in a flexion cycle from -135� to 75�.
Color images are available online.
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been obtained in isolated tests using a digital goniometer as
ground truth. This chart describes the resistance value of a
sensor when flexed from -135� to 75� and backwards.

The sensor has a central linear zone delimited by -120�
and 25�, marked with red lines in Figure 4. It should also be
noted that there is no visible hysteresis and that positive
bendings saturate the output at 30�. Consequently, the system
presented operates in the linear zone from -100� to 20�.

Sensor’s guidance and complementary elements. Pre-
vious studies with flexible resistive sensors report issues re-
garding stretching and sensors’ deformation34 in other
directions than the one considered. To avoid them, guidance
and fixation elements for the resistive sensors have been
designed. Figure 5 describes the mounting and sensor motion
during experiments. The fastenings, in Figure 5a, consist of
two pieces: the small piece fixes one end of the sensor to the
upper part of the muscle, whereas the second one guides
the sensor during motion. This larger piece is placed down the
middle part of the muscle, depending on the deformation
distance to measure. The assembling is shown in Figure 5b.

This design slightly alters the sensor’s response by in-
creasing its noise, see Figure 5c and d. In contrast, the
mounting makes the sensor invulnerable to screw motion,
stretching, and other artifacts noted by previous work with
resistive sensors, as Figure 5e to h illustrate.

In such a manner, the shoulder suit presented uses a demi-
elastic fabric with guidance and supporting elements that
protect resistive sensors from undesired artifacts. Its seams
have been placed to avoid creases in shoulder surroundings
that could hamper measurements.

Results

The initial sensing distribution places sensors over each
major muscle, as well as in between muscles. This colloca-
tion can eventually lead to sensory dimensionality reduction
by discovering hidden data patterns. However, this correla-
tion can also hinder NN generalization. Characterization and
processing methods applied to the data to avoid these issues
are presented through this section. Then, the performance and
applicability of different NN models are assessed.

Characterization of the sensorial configuration
in the shoulder suit by PCA

PCA techniques are applied to the sensor data obtained in
the experiments. Figure 6 shows the PCA application results
for the data collected by the 10 flexible sensors alongside the
sensitivity of the 10 sensors to the 5 gestures in Table 1.

According to Figure 6, antagonist sensors have a similar
behavior. However, the anatomical differences between the
anterior and posterior muscles involved in the shoulder mo-
tion provoke sensitivity discrepancies in mirrored sensors,
like the response from S2 and S6 to flexion and abduction.
Repositioning the sensors can also provoke significant
changes in its sensitivity, such as it occurs with sensors S9
and S10 or S4 and S5. Consequently, the correlation between
sensors must be considered when choosing the most relevant
ones and their optimal positioning.

Table 4 expresses the PCA results plotted in Figure 6 with
the contribution of each sensor to the principal components of
the information variability; in other words, the sensitivity of

each sensor to all the motions performed by the participants
in the experiment. Under a conservative approach, dimen-
sionality can be gently reduced to seven sensors preserving
95% of the total data variance and to five sensors with 90% of
the data variance.

To further reduce the sensor network, instead of choosing
the sensors that contribute the most to the total data variance,
the ones providing the highest sensitivity for each gesture
will be selected. To this end, three zones are defined in the
shoulder adjoining areas. Each of these zones represents a
major muscle: Trapezius, Deltoid (posterior and middle
segment), and Pectoral. The Pectoral contribution to shoulder
motion is partial and it mostly coincides with the Anterior
Deltoid involvement in flexion motions; thus, sensors over
both muscles are assigned to the same area. This approach
ensures that a network of three sensors containing 54% of
PCA is sensitive to every major muscle deformation. This
reduced sensor network is formed by sensors S2, S7, and S10.

Subsection Performance results of the flexible resistive
sensor networks evaluates the shoulder pose estimation of the
three sensor configurations obtained:

� Seven sensors with 95% data variance (S2, S3, S7, S8,
S5, S10, S4)

� Five sensors with 90% data variance (S2, S3, S7, S8, S5)
� The three sensors representing the three major muscles

(S2, S7, S10)

Sensor data processing

Figure 7a outlines the different stages of data processing.
First, before the start of the experiment, a synchronization
signal with the initial timestamp reference systems is sent to
the three measurement systems. The operating frequency of
the flexible resistive sensors is set to match Optitrack’s one,
400Hz. The OptiTrack, acting as ground truth in the experi-
ments, cannot be set to match this refresh rate, so the data are
transformed afterward by applying cubic interpolation splines.

In addition, each frame of the OptiTrack recording is
checked off-line since several marker-detection errors can
appear during the tests, mostly when a rigid body overlaps
with another one. To troubleshoot it, the off-line tool in
OptiTrack software is used to define the trajectories of the
overlapped markers. Finally, the data are normalized to avoid
feature-scaling related errors.

Models for motion-pattern extraction

The data collected in the experiments are applied to NN
models for shoulder pose estimation. These models allow
evaluating the tracking performance of different flexible
resistive sensor configurations in comparison with an IMU-
based system, as well as the performance improvement
achieved when the IMUs are combined with flexible resistive
sensors.

All neural models in Tables 5 and 6 are implemented in the
Matlab Machine Learning Toolbox 2018b. This toolbox
trains a neural structure consisting of two feed-forward sub-
networks in open loop. The particularity of this neural
structure, in Figure 7b, is that its open-loop characteristic
allows feeding the prediction and the real input to the second
subnetwork. Therefore, the first subnetwork predicts the next
value of a time series (TS) considering its current value and
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FIG. 5. Detailed description of guidance and fixation pieces for flexible resistive sensors: (a) CAD model of both pieces.
(b) Mounting of a sensor in the fabric. (c) Unmounted sensor response. (d) Response of a sensor when assembled with the
pieces. (e–h) Motion of the sensors when worn and the user performs shoulder abduction. Color images are available online.
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several past values, denoted as delay (d), whereas the second
subnetwork adjusts the output of the model to fit different
behaviors. Depending on the loss and activation functions
applied on each layer and the type of input, the model can be
used to predict TS values or to classify the input. Models in
Table 5, denoted as classifier (C), modify the second sub-
network to obtain a sigmoid approximation that classifies the
gesture (Table 1) being performed, whereas the ones in Ta-
ble 6, denoted as TS, use the standard model of the toolbox to
estimate the shoulder pose.

The models in Tables 5 and 6 have 20 hidden layers and
input the current sample alongside the six previous mea-

surements. Their training is done with 70% of the data col-
lected during the tests, while the remaining 30% is evenly
applied in the validation and test stages. All the gathered data
are rearranged in batches by grouping one repetition of each
gesture, resulting in 15 batches for each participant. Then, the
batches are shuffled and randomly selected to match the 70-
15-15 distribution for the training, cross validation, and test
stages.

Performance results of the flexible resistive
sensor networks

Tables 7 and 8 gather the performance results of the neural
models designed to both classify the gesture and estimate the
shoulder pose. In these models, four different distributions of
flexible resistive sensors are evaluated individually and in
combination with a drift-free IMU system.

According to Table 7, the mean squared error (MSE) in
gesture classification is lower than 0.001 in all cases,
pointing out that all systems are adequate for multiclass
gesture classification. In this case, the seven-sensor distri-
bution delivers the highest accuracy, closely followed by the
five-sensor distribution. The initial distribution of sensors
almost matches the accuracy of the IMU system; mean-
while, the three-sensor configuration is the worst-rated one.
However, the objective of the system is not gesture classi-
fication but shoulder pose estimation whose results can be
found in Table 8.

The first significant outcome regarding shoulder pose
estimation is that NN application boosts up the IMU per-
formance, which goes from 0.99E-02 (no NN applied) to
2.74E-04 (model 2TS) compared with OptiTrack. Combining
this IMU with the 10 flexible resistive sensors delivers the

FIG. 6. Sensitivity of each
resistive flexible sensor to the
motions described in Table 1.
Color images are available
online.

Table 4. Principal Component Analysis Results

of the Data Gathered by the Initial Sensor

Distribution During the Tests

Sensor PCA (%) Accumulated

S2 37.97 37.97
S3 23.02 60.99
S7 12.55 73.54
S8 8.78 82.32
S5 6.64 88.96
S10 3.69 92.65
S4 2.19 94.84
S9 1.99 96.83
S6 1.74 98.57
S1 1.43 100

The sensors in this table are ordered according to its contribution
to data variance. The second column, PCA, shows the percentage of
data variance related to each sensor. The third column shows the
data variance accumulated by current and preceding rows.

PCA, principal component analysis.
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best MSE result (6TS). In contrast, the 10-sensor configura-
tion alone (model 1TS) increases the MSE to 2.50E-06, but it
still beats the neurally enhanced IMU system.

Another remarkable fact is that PCA allows reaching a
compromise between the measuring accuracy and the number
of sensors. Models 4TS and 3TS, which, respectively, only
use five and seven flexible resistive sensors, reduce the
number of sensors without significantly affecting the MSE.
Two aspects of these models and its performance must be
highlighted in this regard. First, the five-sensor network

(4TS) delivers a lower MSE than the seven-sensor one (3TS).
Second, even though both models use the same sensors, the
seven ones also include S10 and S4, which proves that adding
new sensors to a distribution can increase correlation, hence
negatively affect pose estimation.

Conversely, further reducing the number of sensors to
three drastically increases the MSE in three orders of mag-
nitude, up to 1.31E-03.

Table 5. Models of Neural Network
a

for Gesture Classification (20 Hidden Layers)

NN model Input Target

1C All flex. sensors Gesture
2C Flex. sensors 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 Gesture
3C Flex. sensors 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 Gesture
4C Flex. sensors 2, 7, 10 Gesture
5C IMU Gesture

aThe classifier applied is a TS modified to classify the input.
C, classifier; IMU, inertial measurement unit; NN, neural

network; TS, time series.

Table 6. Models of Neural Network Trained

for Motion Prediction (20 Hidden Layers)

NN
model Input Target

1TS All flex. sensors OptiTrack
2TS IMU OptiTrack
3TS Flex. sensors 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 OptiTrack
4TS Flex. sensors 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 OptiTrack
5TS Flex. sensors 2, 7, 10 OptiTrack
6TS All flex. sensors + IMU OptiTrack
7TS Flex. sensors 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 + IMU OptiTrack
8TS Flex. sensors 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 + IMU OptiTrack
9TS Flex. sensors 2, 7, 10 + IMU OptiTrack

FIG. 7. (a) Data processing and synchronization stages applied to feed the NNs and evaluate the performance of the
system. (b) Structure of a time series NN. NN, neural network.
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The combination of the IMUs with flexible resistive sen-
sors only improves performance in two cases: the 10-sensor
(model 1TS) and three-sensor distributions (model 5TS). The
former delivers the best results of the study, whereas the latter
boosts the performance of the sole flexible resistive sensor
network in three orders of magnitude. This result is to be
expected since the dimensionality of the configuration with
three sensors is so reduced that any feature enhancement will
raise its performance.

Discussion

This study describes the procedure to obtain a distribution
of flexible resistive sensors for shoulder motion tracking,
consisting on the design of a shoulder suit embedding 10
flexible sensors, an IMU-based measuring system, and seven
OptiTrack markers. The shoulder suit can be defined as
completely wearable according to the mobility results pre-
sented in Table 1.

Two different NN models are applied to the system to
successfully classify user gestures and estimate the shoulder
pose. During the design of these models, different hidden
layer configurations are evaluated to guarantee absence of
overfitting and underfitting. Several reasons justify using
only a type of NN. It has proved to be more useful evaluating
variants of the same model than testing different neural
structures; applying different neural structures like long
short-term memory or recurrent NNs can deliver better ac-
curacy but it makes difficult determining which is the best
distribution since other factors like epochs, optimizer, re-
gression, and data representation will have to be considered.

During neural model design, a significant improvement in
classification results is detected when including an additional
label for classifying the natural pose of the subject (ana-
tomical zero position of the user when the arm lies down
parallel to the body). Another significant improvement will
be including static gestures (in which random poses are
maintained for a few seconds) and fast movements. The
system has been evaluated with dynamic gestures at constant
speed, meaning that consecutive samples of the shoulder pose
are always different, except in the initial and final pose of the
gesture. In addition, subjects require proper feedback, resting
periods, and guidance through the experiments to avoid fa-
tigue and mistakes that will invalidate the data. Using a visual
marker-based system in a supervised environment, OptiTrack
delivers a reliable ground truth to early detect and deal with
these faults.

All systems individually show adequate performance for
gesture recognition, which can be used as an input indicator
for motion prediction in future prospect. Regarding shoulder
pose estimation, Table 9 summarizes the most significant
results of the four different flexible resistive sensor distri-
butions, the drift-free IMU system, and their combination.

The proposed system exhibits a promising performance for
exosuits and wearable applications since it matches the IMU-
system results. This IMU system whose construction is detailed
in Appendix A1 gathers the most common characteristics of
IMUs used in exoskeletons of state of the art.

Although the four different distributions of flexible resistive
sensors evaluated are suitable for shoulder motion tracking,
there is a significant difference in performance. In such
manner, those applications with crucial requirements in terms
of sensing and actuation that will benefit from the best per-
formance configuration, like telemanipulation in harsh envi-
ronments, must use the 10-sensor configuration, in accordance
with Table 9. Those applications with lesser accuracy re-
quirements looking for cost reduction, like virtual reality for
entertainment or serious gaming, must consider using the
three- and five-sensor configurations. The seven-sensor con-
figuration, on the other hand, must never be used, being al-
ways more convenient the five-sensor distribution.

The poor performance of the seven-sensor distribution
proves that sensor addition is not always beneficial as it can
increase data correlation in a way that biases the NN. This

Table 7. Performance of the Neural Networks

in Table 5 for Classifying the Gesture

Performed by the Subject

NN model No. input MSE

1C 10 1.32E-05
2C 7 3.04E-07
3C 5 2.30E-06
4C 3 2.88E-04
5C IMU 1.68E-05

Labels are in accordance with Table 1.
MSE, mean squared error.

Table 8. Performance of the Neural Networks

in Table 6 for Tracking the Shoulder Motion

in the Workspace Defined in Table 1

NN model
Sensor as input

(flex sensors + IMU) MSE

6TS 10 + IMU 2.35E-07
1TS 10 2.50E-06
4TS 5 2.72E-06
9TS 3 + IMU 6.53E-06
3TS 7 1.19E-05
7TS 7 + IMU 1.79E-05
8TS 5 + IMU 5.95E-05
2TS IMU 2.74E-04
5TS 3 1.31E-03

Table 9. Sensory Systems Delivering the Best

Results When Tracking the Shoulder Motion

During the Experiments in the Workspace

Defined by Table 1

NN model MSE

Max error
Measured

(in degrees)

10-Resistive-flexible-sensor + IMU 2.35E-07 0.08
5-Resistive-flexible-sensor network 2.72E-06 0.156
3-Resistive-flexible-sensors + IMU 1.85E-05 0.163
IMU with TS NN 2.74E-04 0.17
3-Resistive-flexible-sensor network 1.31E-03 0.20
IMU without NN 0.99E-02 0.6

MSE is the results obtained from neural model tests.
The third column is the max difference in degrees between

OptiTrack (Ground Truth) and the model output.
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inference is strengthened by the results obtained when
combining the flexible resistive distributions with the IMU
system. Only the 10 sensors and the three-sensor distribu-
tion improve its performance when combined with the IMU
system. In addition, these are the only two distributions
obtained taking the major deformation directions into con-
sideration since the others derive from direct PCA reduc-
tion. The previous statement can therefore be extended by
asserting that sensor addition must preserve the principal
components of the data variance to enhance the total per-
formance of the system.

The number of sensors can be reduced likewise, provided
that sensors’ collocation preserves data principal compo-
nents. Hidden muscle activation patterns can reveal in-
between muscle positions whose combination is sensitive
enough to all gestures. The three sensor network uses two
sensors (S7 and S10) placed between two muscles.

In terms of precision, it can be stated that a proper resistive
sensor configuration with five or more straps delivers better
performance (error <0.15�) than a tracking system based on
IMUs (error *0.6�). As Table 9 exposes, an accuracy loss is
suffered when further reducing the number of flexible resis-
tive sensors used. Nonetheless, a precision around 0.2� can
still be reached with three sensors by adequately approaching
in-between muscle collocation and muscle activation pat-
terns. In addition, it must be noted that varying the number of
sensors does not only have an impact over precision but also
over sensitivity. According to Figure 8, as the number of
sensors in the shoulder suit increases, so does the gesture
sensitivity. This statement is only valid when sensors are
properly placed; sensitivity dramatically decreases other-
wise, just like the seven-sensor results show. Networks with
10 and 5 sensors have a gesture sensitivity ‡0.85, being
predominant abduction and flexion directions along with
their composition in inverse diagonal abduction motions. In
contrast, the three-sensor network delivers equal sensitivity
to the three glenohumeral motions (0.87).

In addition, all systems exhibit less sensitivity to diagonal
abduction, which contrasts with the detection of its antago-
nistic motion: inverse diagonal abduction. Two major causes
can be found in this regard. On the one hand, due to space
availability, there are more sensors distributed over the pos-
terior muscles. On the other hand, posterior muscles (Deltoid
and Trapezius) suffer a higher surface deformation than an-
terior ones when positioning the elbow. This second state-
ment is reinforced by the unidirectional operation of the
resistive sensors, which prevents using posterior sensors to
detect diagonal abduction since their measurement goes out
of the linear limits presented in ‘‘Resistive sensors’ beha-
vior’’ section when diagonal abduction is performed.

To conclude, it can also be stated that models do a proper
generalization between subjects; thus, body shape differ-
ences can be reduced by compliant sewing, fabric selection,
and high-dimensionality mapping.

Conclusions

Exosuits, just as any other soft robotic application, require
from novel sensing and actuation systems. Relevant advances
have been achieved in soft actuators with compliant mecha-
nisms and variable stiffness during the last years. Sensing
systems must also be improved and adapted to properly mea-
sure the human body motion. The conducted study presents an
alternative system based on flexible resistive sensors to mea-
sure the multiaxial shoulder motion. This system is completely
wearable, and it does not restrict the mobility of the user. In
addition, it is affordable and can be easily embedded in fabrics.
The system also counts with a fast and simple calibration
procedure consisting of setting user’s zero or rest position.

Relevant conclusions can be extracted from this work.
First, the study of the anatomical function of the joints and
muscles of interest must be cautiously addressed to determine
the initial number of sensors and their placement according to
the directions of the main deformations. The fixation of the

FIG. 8. Sensitivity to each gesture of the
four collocations of resistive sensors dis-
cussed. Color images are available online.
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sensors must provide guidance for their linear deformation in
these directions of interest; otherwise, the fabric will produce
artifacts in the measurements. Second, PCA techniques have
proven adequate to reduce the number of flexible-resistive
sensors in the shoulder suit. Third, a set of three flexible re-
sistive sensors, being properly located, have proven to be good
enough to beat the performance of a set of three IMUs without
posterior neural network processing. This three-sensor distri-
bution almost matches the performance of a neurally-enhanced
IMU system. Better performance can be achieved using more
complex configurations with 10 and 5 sensors. Adequately
placing sensors between muscles can favor model general-
ization and network sensitivity to different gestures.

According to our results, a network with five or more re-
sistive sensors can successfully follow OptiTrack positioning
with a precision error smaller than 1E-02. The proposed
wearable system is a good alternative to depth cameras,
elastomer-based solutions, and IMUs.

This soft sensing solution can be exploited in different
applications that require human body tracking in open spaces.
Three efficient collocations of flexible resistive sensors have
been presented in this regard, depending on performance and
budget requirements. Authors are applying this textile-
wearable solution as shoulder motion tracking feedback for
the control of an upper-limb exosuit named ExoFlex. In ad-
dition, new gestures like fast movements and static poses will
be eventually included in the experiments.
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Appendix

APPENDIX A1. Implementation of an Inertial
Measurement Unit-Based System
for Relative Positioning

An inertial measurement unit (IMU)-based relative posi-
tioning system has also been developed to monitor the
shoulder motion during the experiments. This complemen-
tary system aims to gather the most representative charac-
teristics of IMUs for exoskeletons. In this regard, some
authors, like Ahmad et al.A1 and Duivenvoorden et al.,A2

state in their reviews that the working principles and inte-
grated technology must prevail over the refresh rate when
selecting an IMU. These reviews also point out that the most
widely used IMUs are those with 6 and 9-axis constructions
and refresh rates between 5 and 50 Hz. However, most de-

manding applications, like robotic navigation or exoskeletons,
can require ratios above 200 Hz to avoid drift-related errors.
Serving as an example, Wang et al.A3 demonstrate that 400 Hz
communication with 100 Hz sampling frequency is enough to
track human motion, despite some designs using devices with
sampling rates up to 1 kHz.A4

The system presented in the article applies a 9-axis IMU
with a Kalman processing stage on board. The selected
model is the LPMS-URS2 with gyroscope, accelerometer,
and magnetometer, manufactured by LP-Research.A5 This
sensor delivers filtered data as output at frequencies up
to 400 Hz with a resolution of 0.01�. Three LMPS-URS2
sensors are located over the arm and back of the user to
create a drift-avoidance serially-connected chain as Figure 3
illustrates. The base of the system is located over the
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gluteus, the second IMU lies over thoracic vertebral col-
umn, and the last one is placed over the arm. The shoulder
pose can be estimated by obtaining the relative position of
the IMU over the arm.

APPENDIX A2. Evaluation of Textile Influence
in Sensor Collocation

The design of the shoulder suit presented in this document is
based on preliminary experiments conducted to evaluate tex-

tile influence. To this end, 10 flexible resistive sensors are
evenly distributed in the inner and outer side of a sportive
commercial shoulder pad made of 1.92-mm thick compressive
fabric. The sensors are embedded in tailor-made sheaths and
attached to Velcro bands in shoulder pad positions S2, S3, S4,
S5, and S6 of Table 3. Appendix Figure A1a and b describes
the position of these straps on both sides of the shoulder pad.

The methodology described in Materials and Methods
section has been applied to evaluate this shoulder pad too,
with the same participants referred in Table 2. The principal

APPENDIX FIG. A1. Design and results of the thick shoulder pad described in Appendix A2 to infer textile influence on
performance. (a) External placement and attachment of the sensors. (b) Internal placement and attachment of the sensors. (c)
Sensitivity to each gesture of the external sensors. (d) Sensitivity to each gesture of the internal sensors. Color images are
available online.
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component analysis and sensitivity results obtained for this
shoulder pad are in Appendix Figure A1c and d.

From these results, a pronounced sensitivity difference is
observed between internal and external placing of sensors.
In some cases, such as S3, textile compression on the inner
side improves sensitivity by better adhesion of the sensor to
the skin. There are also cases in which sensors deliver an
unexpected response. As an example, the sensor located
over the Middle Deltoid, S4, is almost insensitive to ab-
duction movements, which can be caused either by textile
influence or body shape differences. In other cases, like S5
and S6, sensing response does not match between inner and
outer placing. Cloth folding and air bags observed around
this location during the experiments may be causing these
alterations.

This sort of textile perturbations can be overcome us-
ing thin fabrics and moving the seams off the Deltoid

surroundings. This inference has been evaluated by de-
signing a shoulder suit made of 0.85-mm thick elastic fabric
with 10 sensors evenly sewn to both sides of the cloth
(Appendix Fig. A2a, b). The measurement discrepancies
between sensors on the inner and outer side are shown
in Appendix Figure A2c. It can be stated that there is a
gain difference in performance between internal and exter-
nal placing of the sensors but both sides are compliant
(Appendix Fig. A2d). In consequence, aiming to improve
comfort and avoid skin-pressure related issues, the final
design of the shoulder suit presented in this document
places sensors on the external side of the fabric. In addi-
tion, guidance and fixation elements have been included
to prevent stretching and nonlinearities as discussed in
Materials and Methods section. Furthermore, two suit sizes
(European M and S sizes) are available to improve adapta-
tion to different arm constitutions.

APPENDIX FIG. A2. Design and results of the second shoulder pad with thin fabric used in Appendix A2 to infer textile
influence on performance. (a) Inner placement and sewing of the sensors. (b) Sewing and placing of external sensors,
coincident with internal collocation. (c) RMSE difference for each sensor when placed internally versus externally. (d)
Curve for inner and outer sensor over anterior deltoid. RMSE, root mean-squared error. Color images are available online.
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